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MORAL MONDAYS: Triangle WILPF

Members Actively Participate in the Forward
Together Movement
The Triangle Branch of WILPF is having a very busy
summer! The egregious trampling on the civil rights
of North Carolinians through laws passed by the NC
Legislature this past session brought out the
activist in many of us, while others of our Branch
have been equally involved through their vigilance
and support of those who chose to wade into the
thick of things in Raleigh and throughout the state.
What started as a small group of protestors who
gathered to voice their concerns over the
increasingly harsh rhetoric from members of the
General Assembly, grew to crowds of thousands
that convened every Monday to march, sing, and
pray. Themes of the protests covered the gamut of
issues that our legislators negatively impacted–
including women’s health, education,
environmental protection, water rights, local
control, voting rights, economic opportunities, and
equal justice – sending our formerly progressive
state backwards in time.
Under the leadership of the Rev. Dr. William J.
Barber II, president of the NC NAACP, and in
collaboration with other partner organizations of
the HKonJ coalition (Historic Thousands on Jones
Street), many members of the WILPF Triangle
Branch were part of the weekly Moral Monday
crowds. Over the course of the legislative session,
at least 18 members of our local Branch were
among the approximately 700 arrested for acts of
civil disobedience.

Photo: Rev. Dr. Barber, President of NC NAACP,
encourages crowds at a Moral Monday rally in Ra leigh,
NC. (Credit Richard Perry)

To read more about the participation of local WILPF
members in the Forward Together movement, see
the excellent article written by Vicki Ryder, Lib
Hutchby and Lucy Lewis published in the June, 2013
WILPF National e-newsletter. You can find the
article on the WILPF National website at:
http://www.wilpfus.org/news/updates/forward-togethernorth-carolina
***********************************************

NO FRACKING WAY: Triangle Branch

Joins the Protests Against Dangerous
Fracking Enterprise in NC
A vigorous committee of the WILPF Triangle Branch
has been working for months to prevent fracking in
our state. A challenging task, but Co-Chairs John
Wagner and Lib Hutchby continue to be tireless in
their determination to attend meetings, meet key
people, and educate themselves and others about
these evolving issues and the threats posed to

our environment and health.
WILPF members engaging in this struggle are
following a long and proud tradition of WILPF
leadership in North Carolina. Since its founding in
1935, our Branch continues to be actively involved
in the ongoing struggle for human rights and justice
for all North Carolinians.

FORWARD TOGETHER!
NOT ONE STEP BACK!

www.trianglewilpf.org

So What, Exactly , Is Fracking?
Hydraulic fracturing, also known as hydrofracking
(or "fracking"), is a process of extracting natural gas
in gas shale deposits by drilling horizontally.
Fracking has potentially devastating impacts
including:
 pollution of surface waters;
 groundwater contamination;
 air pollution;
 strain on water supplies;
 hazardous material spills;
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heavy truck traffic; and
disruption of local economies.

LOCAL BRANCH MEMBER TAKES
THE “INTERNATIONAL” IN WILPF
SERIOUSLY: Ruth Zalph Travels to

Columbia with Witness for Peace
Ruth Zalph, long-time Triangle Branch member,
recently returned from an “eye-opening” trip to
Columbia, South America with Witness for Peace.
Ruth returned with a new understanding of the 50year “war on drugs” and the need to divert U.S
support of the Columbian military to meet the
urgent needs of the indigenous population.
Photo: Protests against fracking in NC were part of the
Forward Together Movement during Moral Monday
demonstrations at the state’s capitol this summer.

NC’s fracking law is only a year old, but it came
dangerously close to being decimated during the
recent legislative session. One of the law’s key
protections is the ban on issuing drilling permits
until all safety rules are written and the legislature
votes to approve those rules. A last-minute push to
pass industry-friendly fracking policies would have
allowed fracking permits to be issued as of mid2015. Attempts by the legislature earlier this year
to modify the law included provisions to allow
deep-well injections of fracking waste fluids, to lift
the state’s fracking moratorium, and to allow
energy companies to claim trade secret
exemptions so as not to disclose certain chemicals
used in fracking. All ran into resistance and failed.

For decades, the US has sent aid to reduce the drug
trade in Columbia while “protecting U.S. economic
interests.” This policy has taken a huge toll on
human rights and the environment. Between
40,000 to 50,000 Columbians have lost their lives
due to the so-called “War on Drugs.” Columbia is
currently the country with the largest internally
displaced population in the world. More than 5.2
million Columbians have been internally displaced
by right-wing paramilitaries often working in
conjunction with Columbia’s U.S. funded and
trained military. At every turn, U.S. corporations
have benefitted from the violence and mass
displacement, most notably Coca-Cola, Chiquita,
Dole and Drummond Coal.

But we’re not out of the woods yet – energy policy
is one of Gov. Pat McCrory’s major policy
objectives – and we don’t think he has solar panels
or windmills in mind for NC.

Want to Learn More?
John Wagner of WILPF Triangle and members of
the Chatham Research Group are making
interactive presentations on fracking for area
groups. They have already presented to the
Chatham Democratic Women and to WILPF, among
others. For details contact John Wagner at
919-542-4320 or jaw@sarbo.net.
For more background visit:
http://www.chathamdemsnc.net/publicissues/frackingnews/387-presentation-by-john-wagner-at-frackingpublic-hearing-in-sanford-nc-march-2012
www.trianglewilpf.org

Photo: Columbian families such as this one have been
forced to flee their homes and land to save their lives
because of the decades-long war on drugs waged with US
military aid. (Source: Witness for Peace)

You can read Ruth Zalph’s full report on her trip as
a member of the WfP 2013 Columbian delegation
at the Witness for Peace website:
http://www.wfpse.org/the-many-casualties-of-colombiaswar-on-drugs/
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50th ANNIVERSARY OF THE MARCH
ON WASHINGTON: NAACP Plans Bus

Trip to DC on August 24
Join the Chapel Hill-Carrboro NAACP on an historic
trip to Washington, DC to celebrate the 50th
Anniversary of the March on Washington. Dr.
King’s call to action was for jobs and voting rights.
We continue to fight for those same rights today!
To reserve your seat, email naacp5869@gmail.com
and send check for $50 made out to Chapel HillCarrboro NAACP to PO Box 1236, Carrboro, NC
27510 by August 20th. Bus Departs at 2AM
Saturday, August 24th from United Church of
Chapel Hill (1321 Martin Luther King Blvd.) Bus
returns at 10pm.

Photo: Stone of Hope—Dr. King’s “I Have a Dream” speech in 1963
was made close to where his Memorial stands today. (Source:
National Park Service)

Please spread the word in your communities ---Non-NAACP members are encouraged to attend!

**************************************************************************
renew Section 4 of the Voting Rights Act. We will
TAKING THE DREAM HOME!

Forward Together Movement Marches
Across North Carolina
On August 28th, 2013 North Carolinians will heed
Dr. King's call at the end of his "I Have a Dream"
speech to go home and organize! WILPF is working
with the NAACP and other organizations to hold 13
simultaneous rallies in each of the US
Congressional districts across our state, including
Chapel Hill. Inspired by the Forward Together
Movement and Moral Mondays, "Take the Dream
Home" rallies will make sure that NC Legislators
know that the excessively conservative policies
they have passed will not be tolerated. We will
demand that our Congressional representatives

lift our voices and say
"Forward Together, Not One Step Back!”
For specific locations and more information about
the rallies email: info@naacpnc.org

Rallies will be held in all 13 Congressional Districts across NC on
August 28 to demand our right to vote remains intact.

*****************************************************************************
WE GATHER TOGETHER
Triangle WILPF meets the 2nd Saturday of every month, 10am-12 noon
Friends Meeting House, 531 Raleigh Road, Chapel Hill

PLEASE JOIN US IN THE ONGOING WORK TO BRING PEACE & JUSTICE TO ALL!

www.trianglewilpf.org
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WILPF c/o Ann Powers
6 Carolina Meadows, Apt. 102
Chapel Hill, NC 27517-8528

MEMBERSHIP TIME!

It’s always a good time to become a member, so join now!
TRIANGLE BRANCH: Sliding Scale: $12 - $30
Students: $5
NATIONAL WILPF:

www.trianglewilpf.org

Individual: $35
Limited Income: $15
Student: $5

Make checks payable to WILPF-Triangle
Branch (specify National or Local dues on
check) and mail to: WILPF Triangle Branch,
c/o Ann Powers, 6 Carolina Meadows, Apt.
# 102,Chapel Hill, NC 27517-8525
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